All University Registration Report

**General Information:** The All University Registration Report shows census day registration headcount for one or more terms. This replicates the Institutional Research (IR) report. Census data are available from Fall 2015 and subsequent terms.

**Data source:** Registration Pipeline subject area. This is an archived, daily, registration data for all terms at the grain of the student *(headcounts, units, attributes, degree, Academic Load, etc.)* from the same copy of SIS Data as the official census snapshot.

**Prompt Filters:**
- The "Term" prompt allows selecting multiple terms for comparison. The selected term will return the census day. The default term value will always show the current term.
- The "Student School" prompt allows to select specific school.

**Definitions**

**Included in official registration report:** These are the registered headcounts for schools and programs with goals included in the Net Tuition Revenue Model (NTRM). They are the same schools and programs in the Comparative Registration report. (Tandon School of Engineering, Consortium, Abu Dhabi, Shanghai, CUSP, School of Medicine, Global Exchange, University Programs, and Non Credit are excluded).

**Included in official registration report not in NTRM:** These are the registered headcounts for schools and programs, included in the official University registration report, but do not have goals and are not included in the Net Tuition Revenue Model (NTRM).

**Excluded in official registration report:** These are schools and programs that are excluded from the University’s official IPEDS Enrollment Reports.

**Excluded from the overall registration Report:** groups of students excluded from the overall registration report.